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Looking for tips on how to dress a

pear body shape? You’re not alone!

Approximately 60% of women have a

Pear or Triangle shaped body. This

body shape is defined by a figure

where the hips are larger than the
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bust, shoulders and waist. In other words, a body that’s all about that bass…

so we’ve pulled together a few great looks from popular celebs to serve as

inspiration (and fun!).

Some triangle shaped celebrities are famous for their spectacular bottom

halves. Others have a less extreme difference between their waists and hips.

But they all look great for the paparazzi, because they dress for their body

shape.

What’s important to remember is that famous women are not necessarily

born fashion experts–most have a team of stylists working to help them look

their best. You don’t have to have a stylist to look your best, because we’re

here to help you cheat a little bit! Let’s take a look at some celebrities whose

triangle-shaped bodies are styled especially well.

Beyoncé



Queen Bey’s secret to dressing well is fit, fit, fit. She favors close fitting

dresses that show off her curves. Her clothes fit her waist and hips equally

well. Her looks are body conscious, but never too revealing; when she

shows leg, she keeps her upper body covered. When cleavage is on

display, her bottom is more discreet. For her, it’s all about proportion!

As most of us triangle shaped gals know, getting proportion and fit correct

off the rack is almost impossible. The key is custom fitting. Designers custom

tailor dresses for celebrities, so a perfect fit is easy for Beyoncé to

achieve. The rest of us usually end up spending time and money at the

tailor, after finding skirts and dresses that fit the hips but need to be taken in

elsewhere.



Celebrity Triangle/Pear Shaped Style Tip: Make sure your clothes fit your

hips and alter from there as needed–or go totally Made to Measure

(http://abbeypost.com/how-it-works)!

(http://abbeypost.com/rachel-leopard.html)

Jennifer Lopez

Get the perfect fit by going custom! This classic, best-selling Rachel

wrap dress fits model Kelsey to a tee. Click to shop this dress now!

http://abbeypost.com/rachel-leopard.html
http://abbeypost.com/how-it-works


JLo’s jacket here is tailored to within an inch of its life. It comes in close at

the waist, flares out as it moves down towards the hips, and then it stops well

above her famous booty. This jacket hugs her waist while leaving room for

her hips. Imagine if she’d worn a long blazer instead. If she wore a long,

boxy blazer that fit her shoulders and bust, it would be too big by her waist

and too tight around her hips. If she wore a long blazer that fit her hips, her

waist and bust would be swimming in excess fabric.

This jacket looks great on JLo because it’s fitted around her smallest parts,

and shows off those perfectly fitted pants.



Celebrity Triangle/Pear Shaped Style Tip: Accentuating your small waist

while leaving a little ease in the fit on top will help balance out your form.

Bonus: dressing head-to-toe in one shade lengthens your body’s line and

gives a “balance bonus”.

(http://abbeypost.com/ruby.html)

 

Our side-draped Ruby dress accentuates the waistline

beautifully and skims over the hips. Click the link to see

more colors!

http://abbeypost.com/ruby.html


America Ferrera

This dress works on actress America Ferrera’s triangle shaped body

because it has extra volume in the skirt. It’s fitted at her waist and bust, then

flares out to give her hips plenty of room to move. This dress is shaped like

she is, and by choosing a silhouette that gently flows over her body’s natural

curves, she looks both gorgeous and comfortable.

Celebrity Triangle/Pear Shaped Style Tip: Wear a-line or flared skirts to

mimic your body’s natural triangle shape.



(http://abbeypost.com/kelly-a-line-dress-

ponte-custom-plus-size-petite-tall.html)

Kelly Clarkson

A simple, elegant A-line dress with a fitted waist, Abbey is the go-to

style for the pear shaped woman. Click to shop this style!

http://abbeypost.com/kelly-a-line-dress-ponte-custom-plus-size-petite-tall.html


Though this overall look isn’t our favorite here at the AbbeyPost office, this

dress’s empire waistline nevertheless makes it a perfect silhouette for singer

Kelly Clarkson’s triangle shaped body. The fitted top and narrow belt at the

waist show off her slimmest areas, while the full skirt beautifully glides over

her hips from a point slightly above her natural waist. A shorter length also

shows off her great legs.

Celebrity Triangle/Pear Shaped Style Tip: Empire waistlines look great on

women with triangle shaped bodies.

 



(http://abbeypost.com/cassandra-jersey-

empire-dress-plus-size-petite-tall.html)

The Takeaway
If you have a triangle shaped body, show off your curvy hips instead of

hiding them. When you wear clothes that give your hips room to move, you’ll

look and feel comfortable. Make sure your clothes fit both your waist and

The Cassandra dress is a wearable, comfortable silhouette, and it’s

available in sizes 2-28 or custom made to your measurements.

Available in 11 great colors! Click to see more.

http://abbeypost.com/cassandra-jersey-empire-dress-plus-size-petite-tall.html
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hips. Feel free to draw attention to your hips with a belt or slim fitting clothes

– as long as they fit you perfectly. And most importantly of all: choose what

makes YOU feel beautiful!
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